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7. The Radon-N ikodym theorem in the non-a-finite case 
Let ~I= J f dfl be a Stieltjes-Lebesgue integral over X. The function 
f(x), defined on X, is called a local ~-null function (local fl-null function) 
whenever fXE is an ~-null function for every ~-summable set E C X. 
Accordingly, the set F C X is called a local ~-null set (local fl-null set) 
whenever the characteristic function XF(x) is a local ~-null function. 
Evidently, any local ~-null function f(x) is ~-measurable (cf. sec. 2(a)), 
and lf(x)l is then also a local ~-null function. Also, any ~-null function 
is a local ~-null function, and any countable union of local ~-null sets 
is a local ~-null set. 
The functions f(x) and g(x), defined on X, are called locally ~-almost 
equal whenever f-g is a local ~-null function. The functions f ans g are 
locally ~-almost equal if and only if the set {x:f=Fg} is a local ~-null set. 
Since the property for functions to be locally ~-almost equal is an 
equivalence relation, we may divide the collection of all ~-measurable 
functions into equivalence classes of mutually locally ~-almost equal 
functions. In order to describe this situation, we shall denote by f* the 
equivalence class of all g(x) which are almost equal to a given function 
f(x), and by f** the equivalence class of all g(x) which are locally almost 
equal to f(x). Hence: 
(A) f** consists of all g(x) such that (gxE)* = (fxE)* for every summable 
set E C X. 
It follows that f** may be identified with the collection of all classes 
(fxE)*, where E varies through the summable subsets of X, in the 
following sense: We have g(x) E f** if and only if gxE E (fxE)* for every 
summable E. 
The situation described in (A) is a particular case of the following 
more general situation: 
(B) To each summable set E C X there is assigned a measurable function 
/E(x), vanishing outside E, such that for any pair of summable 
sets E and F the corresponding functions are almost equal on the 
insersection En F, i.e. {/Er.F)*=(/EXEr.F)*=(/FXEr.F)*. 
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Given the situation (A), one obtains (B) by defining /E= fxE· Given 
the situation (B), one does not necessarily have (A), since there does 
not always exist a function f(x) on X such that /E* = (/xE)* holds for 
all summable E C X simultaneously. 
We observe that if fl is a a-finite measure it is neither necessary to 
distinguish between .Ji'-null functions and local .Ji'-null functions nor 
between the situations (A) and (B). 
Given the summable set E, we consider the collection of all measurable 
functions vanishing almost everywhere outside E, identify almost equal 
functions in the collection, and denote the collection of the thus obtained 
equivalence classes by ME*· The collection {ME*} of all such ME*, for 
all summable E C X, is an example of what is usually called a sheaf. 
Selecting now an element /E* from each ME* in such a way that 
(/Er.F)* = (/E XEr.F)* = (/F XEr.F)* for all summable E and F, the collection 
of these /E* is called a cross section in the sheaf. We shall use the notation 
</E*), or shortly <f*), to denote such a cross section. What we have 
in the situation (B) is, therefore, simply a cross section <f*) in the sheaf 
{ME*}. If /E(x)-;;.0 almost everywhere' for each E, the cross section 
<IE*) will be called a non-negative cross section. Finally, we shall say 
that the cross section <f*> =<IE*) is determined by the function f(x), 
defined on the whole of X, whenever /E*=(fxE)* holds for each /E* in 
the cross section. It was observed above that if X is of a-finite measure, 
then each cross section is determined by a function defined on the whole 
of X. This is not the only case, however, as shown by the next theorem. 
Theorem 7.1. If X is the direct sum of the summable subsets X"', 
i.e. if there exists a collection {X"'} (finite, countable or uncountable) of 
disjoint summable subsets X"' of X such that X= U"'X"' and such that each 
summable E C X is conta,ined, except for a null set, in an at most countable 
union of the sets, X"', then each cross section <f*> is determined by a 
function f. 
Proof. Any x EX is a point of exactly one X"'; define f(x) = fx"'(x) 
for this particular point x and this particular X"' (where fx"' is one of the 
functions in the equivalence class fx"' *). Then f(x) is uniquely defined 
on the whole of X, and since any summable set E is included, except for 
a null set, in a set u~l X"'·' it follows easily that /E* = (/xE)* for the 
' thus defined function f. 
If p is the discrete measure in X, then X is the direct sum of the sets 
consisting of one point. Note that if X is uncountable, then X is not 
of a-finite measure. 
Theorem 7.2. Let .Ji'f= If dfl and /I= I fdv be Stieltjes-Lebesgue 
integrals over X, extensions of elementary integrals initially defined on the 
same linear vector lattice. Then the following assertions are equivale,nt: 
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(a) / is J'-absolutely continuous (that is, every J'-null set is a /-null 
set); 
(b) Every J' -null set is a local /-null set; 
(c) Every local J'-null set is a local /-null set (that is, / is locally 
J' -absolutely continuous). 
Proof. Evidently, we have (a) =*(b). In order to prove (b) =*(a), 
et E be an J'-null set. Then E is a local /-null set by the hypothesis (b) 
and, by Lemma 3.1, the set E is included in a /-measurable set E 1 of 
a-finite v-measure. It follows that E =En E 1. But En E 1 is a /-null 
set (since E is a local /-null set and E1 is of a-finite v-measure), hence 
E is a /-null set. 
Evidently, we have (c) =*(b). In order to prove (a) =*(c), let E be 
a local J'-null set. We have to show that E is a local /-null set, i.e. that 
En E1 is a /-null set for any /-summable set E1. By Lemma 3.1 the 
set E1 is included in an J'-measurable set E 2 of a-finite ,u-measure, and 
since En E2 is, therefore, an J'-null set, the set En E 1 C En E 2 is 
also an J'-null set. It follows by the hypothesis (a) that En E 1 is a 
/-null set. 
Having shown thus that it is not necessary to distinguish between 
J'-absolute continuity and local J'-absolute continuity, we make another 
remark before stating one of the main theorems in this section. Given 
the cross section (/o*) = (/o,E*), there is in general no function f0(x) on 
X determining the cross section. However, if f(x) is an J'-measurable 
function vanishing outside some J'-measurable setS of a-finite ,u-measure, 
then it makes sense to speak about the function f(x)fo(x), defined J'-almost 
unambiguously on the whole of X. Indeed, since S = Ur' En, where the 
sets En are disjoint and J'-summable, we set f(x)fo(x) = f(x)fo,En(x) for 
x E En(n= 1, 2, ... ),and f(x)fo(x)=O outsideS. We shall use this notation 
whenever it is convenient. 
Theorem 7.3. (Radon-Nikodym theorem; non-a-finite case). Let 
J' f =I fd.u and / f =I fdv be Stieltjes-Lebesgue integrals over X, extensions 
of elementary integrals on the same initial domain of definition, and let / 
be J'-absolutely continuous. Then there exists a unique non-negative cross 
section (/o,E*), where E runs through the J'-summable subsets of X, such 
that for any / -summable function f the function f fo is J' -summable, and 
/f=J'(ffo) for any such f. Conversely, if f(x) vanishes outside some 
.u-measurable set of a-finite .u-measure and flo is J'-summable, then f is 
f-summable and J'(ffo)=/f. 
Proof. Observe first that any J'-summable set is /-measurable by 
the J'-absolute continuity of f. Hence, if E is J'-summable, we have 
two possibilities: either v(E) = / XE < = or v(E) = / XE = =· In the first 
case the Radon-Nikodym theorem for the a-finite case is applicable; 
there exists an J'-measurable function /o,E(x) > 0, vanishing outside E 
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and such that any f vanishing outside E is / -summable if and only if 
ffo,E is .J"-summable with /f=.J"(ffo,E) for any such f. This /o,E is 
...¢"-almost uniquely determined, i.e. fo,E* is uniquely determined. Next, 
let E be .J"-summable but /xE==. Then, by Lemma 3.1, E is of 
a-finite v-measure, so E = U'f En with tJ(En) as well as v(En) finite for 
all n, and all En disjoint. Setting fo,E(x) = ~~1 fo,En(x), the thus defined 
fo,E has the same properties as in the former case. 
Evidently, by the uniqueness, fo,E and /o,F are ...¢"-almost equal on the 
intersection of the ...¢"-summable sets E and F. Hence, <lo,E*) is a non-
negative cross section, and it is not difficult to see now that <lo,E*) has 
the properties stated in the theorem (use that any set of a-finite v-measure 
is included in a set of a-finite tJ-measure). 
This general version of the Radon-Nikodym theorem is not very satis-
factory as long as we do not possess more detailed knowledge concerning 
some conditions which are sufficient, or necessary as well as sufficient, in 
order that <fo,E*) be determined by a function fo, defined on the whole 
of X. As shown above, the condition that X be the direct sum of the 
.J"-summable sets X"' (in particular, the condition that fJ be a-finite) is 
sufficient. A first necessary and sufficient condition is presented in the 
next theorem. In order to be able to state the theorem in a more concise 
manner we shall say that the measure fJ, induced by ...¢" f =If dtJ, has the 
Radon-Nikodym property whenever, given any ...¢"-absolutely continuous 
integral /f, there exists an ...¢"-measurable fo(x)-;;.0 on X (fo depending 
on /) such that /f=.J"(ffo) for any /-sulllJP_able f. We recall that if/ 
is ...¢"-absolutely continuous, then (by definition) ...¢" and / are extensions 
of elementary integrals with the same initial domain of definition. 
Theorem 7.4. The measure fJ, induced by .J"f= I fdtJ, has the Radon-
Nikodym property if and only if any cross section <IE*) is determined by 
a function f defined on the whole of X. 
Proof. Assume that fJ has the property that any cross section is 
determined by a function, and let / be an ...¢"-absolutely continuous 
integral. By the preceding theorem there exists a non-negative cross 
section <lo,E*) such that /f=.J"(ffo) for any /-summable f; hence, by 
hypothesis, this cross section is determined by a function fo(x) defined 
on the whole of X. Then fo(x) > 0 holds almost everywhere on any 
tJ-summable set, and this shows that the tJ-measurable set on which 
f0(x) < 0 is a local tJ-null set. Making fo(x) = 0 on this set does not affect 
the relation /f=.J"(ffo). Hence, fJ has the Radon-Nikodym property. 
Assume, conversely, that fJ has the Radon-Nikodym property, and let, 
first, <gE*) be a cross section such that 0 <;gE(x) < 1 holds almost every-
where for all gE* in the cross section. As observed before (cf. the remark 
preceding Theorem 7.3), for any measurable f(x) vanishing outside a set 
of a-finite measure it makes sense now to speak about f(x)g(x). This 
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applies in particular to any f E L (where L is the linear vector lattice 
which serves as the initial domain of definition of Y), and fg is then 
Y-summable over X on account of O<gE(x)<;l. Hence, /f=Y(fg) exists 
as a finite number for any ft==L. In addition, fn E L, fn t 0 implies 
fng t 0, so /fn=Y(fng) t 0 by dominated convergence. This shows that 
/ f is an elementary integral on L. 
We apply the extension procedure to /f. Since /f=Y(fg) <Yf for any 
non-negative f E L, we have /*f<Y*f for the "exterior integrals" of 
any f(x)>O. Hence, if YxE=O for the set E C X, then /xE=O, so/ is 
Y-absolutely continuous. In view of the Radon-Nikodym property of# 
there exists now an Y-measurable function fo(x) > 0 on X such that 
/f=Y(ffo) for all /-summable f; in particular Y(fg)=/f=Y(ff0 ) for 
all f E L. 
We wish to show now that Y(fg)=Y(ffo) holds for all Y-summable f, 
and for this purpose we prove first that /o(x) < 1 holds almost everywhere 
on any fl-summable set E (and hence almost everywhere on any set. of 
a-finite #-measure). Assume, on the contrary, that f0(x) > 1 on the subset 
F of E of positive measure. Then XF is /-measurable (by theY-absolute 
continuity of/), and on account of /XF<YXF<YXE<oo it follows that 
XF is /-summable. Hence fxp=Y(XFfo)>YxF since /o(x)> 1 on F and 
#(F) > 0. This contradicts / XF < Y XF· Given now any Y -summable f( x), there 
is a sequence fnEL such that lim Y(l/-/ni)=O; hence, lim Y(l/-/nl/o) = 0 
and lim Y(lf- fnig) = 0 on account of 0 < gE(x) < 1 almost everywhere and 
0 <fo(x) < 1 almost everywhere on any set of a-finite measure. But then 
Y(fg) =lim Y(fng) =lim Y(fnfo) =Y(ffo). 
The last result holds in particular for f = XE, where E is any fl-Summable 
set, so YgE=Y(xE/o), and this implies easily that gE and XE/o are Y-almost 
equal. In other words, the cross section <gE*) is determined by the 
function fo. 
Finally, let <IE*) be an arbitrary non-negative cross section and, for 
n=1, 2, ... , let gn,E(x)=min{IE(X), n}. Then, by what has already been 
proved, <gn,E*) is determined by a measurable function gn(x) > 0 on X. 
The measurable set on which g2(x) <g1(x) is evidently a local null set, 
so that, replacing g2 by g2' =max (g1, g2), the cross section <g2,E*) is still 
determined by g2'. Similarly, g3 may be replaced by g3' =max (g2', g3), 
and so on. We may assume, therefore, that g1<:g2<;g3< ... on the whole 
of X. Then the given cross section <IE*) is determined by f(x) =lim gn(x). 
This completes the proof. 
We make one final remark. If the measure fl, induced by Yf= f fdfl, 
has the Radon-Nikodym porperty, then (by definition) there corresponds 
to any Y-absolut~ly continuous integral / an Y-measurable /o(x) > 0, 
defined on X, such that //=Y(f/0) for all /-summable f. Since Y-absolute 
continuity of / implies (by definition) that Y and / are extensions of 
elementary integrals on the same initial domain of definition L, it seems 
12 Series A 
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at first as if the Radon-Nikodym property for f1 depends not merely on 
the integral Ji itself, but also on the initial domain of definition L. The 
last theorem shows that this is only apparent; it shows, in fact, that if 
f1 has the Radon-Nikodym property with respect to L, then f1 has the 
Radon-Nikodym property with respect to any other linear vector lattice 
which may be regarded as initial domain of definition of Ji. 
We shall return to the Radon-Nikodym property in the sections 9 
and 10. 
8. Partial order in the measurable functions, and the finite subset property 
As in the preceding section, let Jif= J fdf1 be a Stieltjes-Lebesgue 
integral over X and, for any .Y-measurable (real) function f(x), let f* 
denote the equivalence class of all (real) functions which are .Y-almost 
equal to f. The collection of equivalence classes f* is partially ordered 
in the natural manner, i.e. f* > g* if and only if, for any f E f* and any 
g E g*, the inequality f(x);;.g(x) holds .Y-almost everywhere on X. This 
partial ordering induces a partial ordering in the subcollection of all 
XE*, where E runs through the .Y-measurable subsets of X. Hence, 
denoting by E* the equivalence class of all sets which are almost equal 
to E, we obtain a partial ordering of the equivalence classes E*. Note 
that E* < F* means that any E E E* is .Y-almost included in any F E F* 
(i.e. the difference E- F is an .Y-null set). The equivalence classes E* 
and F* will be called disjoint whenever, for any E E E* and any FE F*, 
the intersection En F is an .Y-null set. 
According to the terminology for partially ordered sets, f* is an upper 
bound of the collection{/"'*} when f*>f"'* for all <X, and the upper bound 
f* is the least upper bound of{/"'*} (notation: /*=sup/~*) whenever 
f* < g* for any other upper bound g*. If the index set {<X} is countable, 
f* =sup f"' * exists, and the ordinary pointwise least upper bound g(x) 
of the functions f"'(x) E /"' * satisfies g E f*. If, however, the index set { ,x} 
is uncountable, this need not be true. Similarly as for functions, 
E* =sup E"' * means that E* is an upper bound of the equivalence classes 
E"' *, and E* < F* for any other upper bound F*. 
The following simple lemma, the proof of which is immediate, will be 
used a number of times. 
Lemma 8.1. If { v"'} is a subset of the partially ordered set V, and 
corresponding to each v"' there exists a subset { w"'11} of V such that 
v"' = sup11 w"'p' then { v"'}, for variable <X, has the same upper bounds in V as 
{w"'p}, for variable <X and [3. In particular, if either {v"'} or {w"'8 } has a least 
upper bound then so has the other, and these least upper bounds are then 
the same. 
Theorem 8.2. If f1(X) < oo, and {!"'} is a collection of non-negative 
11-measurable functions f"'(x) on X, then /*=sup frx* exists. In particular, 
if {E"} is a collection of 11-measurable subsets of X, then E*=sup E"* exists. 
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Proof. The theorem is well-known, and we recall shortly how the 
proof may be given. Assume first that the functions f"' are uniformly 
bounded on X. We replace the collection{!"'} by a larger collection {gp}, 
where each gfJ is of the form gp=max {!"'•' ... , f"'P} for some finite but 
variable p, and f"'• E {!"'}. Evidently, max {gfJ,, ... , gil.} E {gp}, and any 
upper bound of{!"'*} is still an upper bound of the larger collection {gp*}. 
It is sufficient, therefore, to show that sup gp* exists. By the uniform 
boundedness of the functions gp the number a=sup Ygp is finite, so there 
exists a sequence gn E {gp) such that lim Y gn =a. Obviously, we may 
assume that the sequence gn(x) is non-decreasing at every point x EX 
(if necessary, replace g2 by g2' =max (g1, g2), g3 by g3' =max (g2', g3), 
and so on). Hence, f(x) =lim gn(x) =sup gn(x) is ,u-measurable, and Yf= a. 
It is easy to show now that f*=sup gp*=sup !"'*. 
If the functions f"' are not uniformly bounded on X, we set f ntx =min (f "'' n) 
for n=1, 2, .... Then fn*=sup"'fn"'* exists by what has already been 
proved. Since /1*</2*<, ... , it is easy to show that f*=supfn* exists. 
Hence, by Lemma 8.1, f*=supn,txfntx*=supftx*· 
Finally, for the statement concerning E* =sup E"' *, note that if all 
f"' are characteristic functions of ,u-measurable sets, then the proof shows 
that f* is the equivalence class of a characteristic function of a 
,u-measurable set. 
We shall impose now a condition on the measure ,u which is not strong 
enough to ensure that every cross section is determined by a function 
defined on the whole of X, but which implies at least that any local 
,u-null set is a ,u-null set. 
The measure ,u is said to have the finite subset property whenever any 
,u-measurable set of positive measure has a subset of finite positive 
measure. 
The following theorem concerning the finite subset property is known 
([7], cf. also [4]), but in view of the somewhat different terminology used 
here we include a short proof. 
Theorem 8.3. The following assertions are equivalent: 
(a) The measure ,u has the finite subset property; 
(b) For any ,u-measurable set E, we have ,u(E) =sup ,u(F) for all 
,u-measurable sets F C E such that ,u(F) < oo; 
(c) Any local ,u-null set is a ,u-null set; 
(d) For any ,u-measurable set E, we have E* =sup F* for all ,u-measurable 
sets F C E such that ,u(F) < oo. 
Proof. We prove first (a) =*(c) =*(b) =*(a), and then (a) =*(d) =*(c). 
(a)=* (c). Trivial. 
(c)=* (b). Let E be measurable, and set a=sup ,u(F) for all F C E 
such that ,u(F)<oo. We have to prove that ,u(E)=a, and for this purpose 
we may assume that a is finite (otherwise there is nothing to prove). 
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Since there exists an ascending sequence F n C E satisfying /1( F n) < oo 
and /1( F n) t ex, the set F = Ui"' F n satisfies /1( F)= ex. It follows then from 
the definition of ex that any subset F1 of E- F for which 11(F1) < oo 
satisfies f1(F1) = 0. This shows that E- F is a local null set, and hence, 
by (c), a null set. The final result is that 11(E) = f1(F) =ex. 
(b) ==;.(a). Trivial. 
(a) ==;.(d). Given the measurable set E, it is obvious that E* is an 
upper bound for the collection {F*} of all F*.;;;;,E* with f-l(F)<oo. In 
order to show that E* =sup F*, it will be sufficient to consider any 
other upper bound E1* of {F*}, and to prove that 11(E-E1)=0. Assume 
that 11(E- E1) > 0. By (a) the set E- E1 contains a subset F such that 
0<f1(F)<oo. Then F and E1 are disjoint, but on the other hand F is 
almost included in E1 since E1* is an upper bound of the collection {F*}. 
This is impossible in view of 11(F) > 0. Hence 11(E -E1) = 0. 
(d) ==;.(c). Assume that (d) holds, but (c) fails to hold. Then there 
exists a local null set E which fails to be a null set. This implies that 
f-l(E) = oo, and 11(F) = 0 for all F C E such that 11(F) < oo. It follows that 
sup F* =4>* (where 4> is the empty set), and this contradicts (d). 
It has been shown thus that the finite subset property (and not the 
a-finiteness of the measure) is a necessary and sufficient condition for 
identity of null sets and local null sets. The discrete measure in an 
uncountable point set X is an example of a non-a-finite measure possessing 
the finite subset property. 
In the remainder of this section we assume that 11 has the finite subset 
property, and we consider a collection {X"'*} such that the corresponding 
subsets X"' C X are of finite positive measure, and all X"'* in the collection 
are disjoint (that is, X"' n X"', is a null set for ex* ex'). Since 11 has the 
finite subset property there exists at least one such collection consisting 
of one single X"'* (except in the trivial case that /1(X)=0 which we shall 
exclude). The family { ~} of all such collections ~={X"'*} is, therefore, 
not empty, and { ~} is partially ordered by inclusion. Evidently, each 
chain in this partially ordered family has a least upper bound, so that 
by Zorn's lemma there exist at least one maximal collection ~m={X"'*}. 
We shall investigate some of the properties of such a maximal collection 
~ m which will be kept fixed. Maximality of ~ m ={X"'*} means that if 
E is a subset of X such that 11(E) < oo and f1(E n X"')= 0 for all ex, then 
11(E) = 0. Observe that if X is the direct sum of the sets X"' of finite 
positive measure, then {X"'*} is such a maximal collection. In the general 
case, however, if {X"'*} is the maximal collection and the index set {ex} 
is uncountable, it may not be possible to select X"' EX"'* such that the 
intersections X"' n X"', are empty for all pairs ex, ex' simultaneously. 
Theorem 8.4. If E is of finite measure and~ m ={X"'*} is the maximal 
collection, then 11(E n X"')> 0 holds for an at most countable number of 
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indices a, say a=a1, az, ... , and then E is almost equal to U~ 1(E n X"'J 
Hence, E*=supi (En Xa)*=sup"' (En X")*. 
Proof. Let n be one of the numbers 1, 2, .... Since f.l(E)<=, and 
the sets X" are mutually almost disjoint, there is only a finite number 
of sets X"' such that fl(E n X")> n -l. Hence, fl(E n X"')> 0 for an at 
most countable number of indices a, say a= a1, a 2, . • • • The set 
E1 = U~ 1(E n X".) is then measurable, and E1 C E. Furthermore, 
(E -E1) n X" is a 'null set for all a, and by the maximality of {X"*} this 
implies that fl(E- E1) = 0, i.e. E and E1 = Uf(E n X") are almost equal. 
Corollary. If {Ep} is a collection of sets of finite measure such that 
S*=sup Ep* exists, then S*=sup E"p*, where E"p=X"' n Ep. 
Proof. Since Ep* =sup" Eap*, and S* =sup Ep* by hypothesis, the 
desired result follows by means of Lemma 8.1. 
Theorem 8.5. For each measurable subset S of X we have S* = 
=sup (S n X"')*. In particular, X*=sup X"*. 
Proof. By the equivalence of (a) and (d) in Theorem 8.3, we have 
S* =sup E* for all measurable E C S of finite measure, and by the 
preceding theorem we have E*=sup" (En X")* for each such E. Hence, 
S*=supE·"(E n X")* by Lemma 8.1. On the other hand it is evident 
that (S n X")=supE (En X"), so that, again by Lemma 8.1, we obtain 
S*=sup (S n X")*. 
One might conjecture that the following converse theorem holds: 
Given the measurable sets P"' C X", the least upper bound P* =sup P"' * 
exists, and the union U"'P" is in the equivalence class P*. This converse 
theorem is not necessarily true, however, the reason being that for a 
fixed a 0 the intersection of X"• and the union U"*"• P"' may very well 
fail to be a null set. In the particular case that X is the direct sum of the 
summable sets X" (always under the assumption that fl has the finite 
subset property), the converse theorem holds. 
Theorem 8.6. If X is the direct sum of the summable sets X", and 
the sets P" C X"' are measurable, then P=U"P"' is measurable, and 
P*=supP"'*. 
Proof. Obviously, we have now P n X"=P"', which shows that 
P n X"' is measurable for all a. It follows then by the definition of a 
direct sum that P n E is measurable for any summable set E, and this 
implies that P itself is measurable. The preceding theorem shows then 
that P*=sup(PnX")*=supP"'*. 
9. Localizable measure 
In the preceding section it was shown that fl has the finite subset 
property if and only iff or any fl-measurable set Ewe have E* =sup F* for 
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all subsets F C E of finite measure. It is not true in this case, however, 
that for every collection {Fp} of ,u-measurable sets of finite measure the 
least upper bound sup Fp* necessarily exists. The present section is 
devoted to an investigation of the consequences resulting from the 
additional hypothesis that sup Fp* exists for any such collection {Fp}· 
Any measure ,u satisfying this new hypothesis is called a localizable measure. 
In the remainder of this section we assume that the measure ,u, induced 
by Yf= J fd,u, has the finite subset property, and we let {X,,*} be the 
same maximal collection of disjoint equivalence classes as in the preceding 
section. The collection {X,.*} will be kept fixed. 
Lemma 9.1. The measure ,u is localizable if and only if, for any choice 
of the measurable sets P,. C X,., the least upper bound P*=sup P,.* exists. 
In this case, if P is then one of the sets in the equivalence class P*, the sets 
P n X,. and P"' are almost equal for all IX. 
Proof. Assume that, for any choice of the measurable sets P,. C X,., 
the least upper bound P* =sup P,. * exists, and let the collection {Fp} 
of measurable sets Fp of finite measure be given. For any fixed IX, the 
least upper bound P,.*=sup!l (X,.n Fp)* exists by Theorem 8.2, and we 
may obviously select a set P,. E P,. * such that P,. is entirely included 
in X,.. Then, by hypothesis, P* =supP,. *exists; henceP* =sup,..p(X,. n Fp)*. 
On the other hand Fp*=sup,. (X,. n Fp)* by Theorem 8.4, so that in 
view of Lemma 8.1 we obtain P*=sup Fp*· This shows that ,u is 
localizable. 
Conversely, it is evident that localizability of ,u implies the existence 
of P* =sup P"' * for any choice of the measurable sets P"' C X,.. 
Assume now that ,u is localizable, P,. C X,., and P*=sup P,. *. Let P 
be one of the sets in P*. From P* :> P"' *, holding for all IX, it follows 
easily that P"'- (P n X,.) is a null set for any IX. If for some ~Xo the set 
Do= (P n X,.,)- P "'' would fail to be a null set, the set Q = P- Do would 
satisfy Q* ;> P"' * for all IX, so Q* :>sup P"' * = P*, contradicting the fact 
that ,u(P-Q)=,u(Do)>O. Hence, ,u{P,.-(P n X,.)}=,u{(P n X,.)-P,.}=O 
for all IX, i.e. the sets P n X,. and P"' are almost equal for all IX. 
Theorem 9.2. If there exist ,u-summable sets X,. such that X is the 
direct sum of the sets X,., then ,u is localizable. 
Proof. Follows by combining the preceding lemma and Theorem 8.6. 
Lemma 9.3. Assume that the non-negative numbers a1, ... , an and, for 
each IX, the ,u-measurable disjoint subsets P ,.1, •.• , P «n of X,. are given. Let, 
for each IX, the step function t,.(x) be defined by t,.(x) = I~~ 1 akx,.~c(x), where 
X«k denotes the characteristic function of P «k· Then, if ,u is localizable, the 
least upper bound t*=supt,.* exists'and, if t(x) is one of the functions in 
the equivalence class t*, the functions t(x) and t,.(x) are almost equal on X"' 
for any IX. 
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Proof. Let Pk* =sup" Ptxk* for k= 1, ... , n, and select sets Pk from 
each Pk*· Then, by Lemma 9.1, the sets Pk n XIX and Pcxk are almost 
equal for all a and k; it follows that for k =1= l the set Pk n P 1 n X" is a 
null set for all a, so Pk n P 1 is a local null set, and hence a null set. We 
set t(x) = 1~~ 1 akXPk(x). Evidently, (akXPk)* =sup IX (akXcxk)* for k = l, ... , n, 
and t*=supk (akXPk)* since the sets P1, ... , Pn are mutually almost 
disjoint. Hence t*=sup<>.k(akX<>k)*=supt01*. Finally, since for any a the 
sets Pk n X" and Pcxk are almost equal, the functions t(x) and t"'(x) are 
almost equal on X". 
Theorem 9.4. The measure fl is localizable if and only if every cross 
section <IE*) is determined by a function f defined on the whole of X. 
Proof. (a) Assume that fl is localizable, and let the cross section 
<IE*) be given. It is no restriction of the generality to assume for the 
present purposes that <IE*) is a non-negative cross section. We select a 
function fcr.(x) = fx (x) from each equivalence class fx *; it may be assumed 
<X IX 
that f"'(x) > 0 on X"', and fcr.(x) = 0 outside XIX. 
Let n > l be an integer and let, for k = 0, l, 2, ... , n. 2n, the set P cr.k be 
defined by 
Then the sets Pcxk(k=O, l, 2, ... , n.2n) are {-l-measurable disjoint subsets 
of X". The step function tncr.(x) is now defined by tncr.(x) = L~;;~ (kj2n) Xcr.k(x), 
where Xcr.k denotes the characteristic function of Pcxk· By the preceding 
lemma tn *=sup"' tncr. * exists, and for any a the functions tn(x) and tntx(x) 
are almost equal on X"'. Furthermore, in view of tn+l.cr.(x)>tncx(x) holding 
for n= l, 2, ... and any ex:, we have also tn+I*>tn*, so f*=supn tn* exists. 
This shows that f* = SUPn.cx tncr. *. On the other hand, we have tncr.(x) t fcx(x) 
as n--+ =by the definition of tncx> so ftx * =supn tncx *. Combining the results, 
we obtain /*=sup f"'*. Since on any X"' the functions tn and tncr. are almost 
equal, it is evident (n--+ =) that f and lex are almost equal on X"', i.e. 
Uxx )* = fx * holds for any a. It remains to prove that (fxE)* = /E* holds 
for ~ny w~ummable E. This is easily deduced from the fact that E is 
included, except for. a null set, in an at most countable union of sets 
X"' (cf. Theorem 8.4). 
(b) Assume conversely that, given any cross section <IE*), there 
exists a function f on X such that (fxE)* = /E* for all /E* in the cross 
section. In order to prove that fl is localizable, it will be sufficient to 
show that, for any choice of the measurable sets P"' C XIX, the least upper 
bound P* =sup P"' * exists. 
Given any summable set E, this set is almost equal to a union 
u~l (E (\ XIX;) by Theorem 8.4. For this E, let PE(X) be defined as the 
characteristic function of ui (E (\ p (X.). Then the collection of all PE* 
' (for E running through the summable sets) is evidently a cross section 
(pE*), so there exists a measurable function p(x) such that (PXE)* = PE* 
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for any PE* in the cross section. In particular, setting E=Xcx, we obtain 
(PXx )* = XP * for all iX. It follows easily that the set on which p does 
(X (X 
not assume the values zero or one is a local null set, and therefore a null 
set. Hence we may assume that p is the characteristic function of some 
measurable set P, and we have then that (P n Xcx}*=Pcx *for all (X. But 
P* =sup (P n X"')* by Theorem 8.5, so P* =sup P"' *. This is the desired 
result. 
Combining the Theorems 7.4 and 9.4, the following theorem is obtained: 
Theorem 9.5. (Segal's theorem). The measure fl, induced by ~f= f fdfl 
and possessing the finite subset property, is localizable if and only if fl has 
the Radon-Nikodym property. 
For a measure possessing the finite subset property the last theorem 
presents a rather satisfactory necessary and sufficient condition for the 
Radon-Nikodym theorem to hold exactly as in the a-finite case. There 
are many measures, however, which do not have the finite subset property, 
and a further investigation of this case is desirable therefore. 
10. Localizability without the finite subset property 
Let fl be a measure in X, extended already as much as possible, and 
not necessarily having the finite subset property. The a-field of all 
[l-measurable sets will be denoted by A. For any E E A, the non-negative 
number flc(E) is defined by 
flc(E) =sup fl(F) for all F C E such that [l(F) < =· 
Note that flc(E) = fl(E) for any E of finite or a-finite measure. It is 
easy to prove that flc is a measure on A and that, applying Caratheodory's · 
extension procedure to flc on A, no proper extension is obtained (i.e. 
any set is fie-measurable if and only if it is [l-measurable). It follows, 
denoting the extension of the elementary flc-step function integral by 
~cf, that flc itself is again the measure induced in X by ~cf. By 
Theorem 8.3 the measure flc has the finite subset property, and if fl itself 
has already the finite subset property, then flc=fl on A. If, however, 
fl does not have the finite subset property, there exists at least one set E 
such that fl(E) = = and flc(E) = 0. In other words, in this case there is 
at least one local [l-null set which fails to be a [l-null set. The measure flc 
is called the contracted measure corresponding to the measure fl· 
Lemma 10.1. If flc(E)<=, there exists a [l-summable set F C E 
such that fl(F) = flc(E), and hence E- F is then a local wnull set. The set F 
is [l-uniquely determined. 
Proof. By the definition of flc, there exists a sequence of fl-summable 
sets Fn C E such that [l(Fn) t flc(E), and we may evidently assume that 
F1 C Fz C .... The set F = Ur' F n satisfies fl(F) = flc(E), so flc(E- F)= 
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flc(E)- pc(F) = flc(E)- p(F) = 0. If F' is another p-summable set such 
that F' C E and p(F') = pc(E), then F- F' and F'- F are pc-null sets, 
and hence p-null sets (since F and F' are of finite p-measure). This shows 
that F and F' are p-almost equal. 
As before, f* is the equivalence class of all functions p-almost equal 
to f, and we shall denote by f** the equivalence class of all functions 
which are pc-almost equal to f. This is in accordance with the notation 
in sec. 7, since pc-null sets and local p-null sets are the same. It is easy 
to see that, due to the last lemma, there is a one-one correspondence 
between all cross sections <IE*) (for p(E) < oo) and all cross sections 
<fp**) (for pc(F) < oo ), in the following way: Given <IE*) and the set F 
satisfying flc(F) < oo, we set F =E U F' with p(E) =pc(F) and pc(F') = 0, 
then select a function g from /E* such that g vanishes outside E, and 
set fp** equal to the equivalence class g**. Conversely, given <fp**) 
and the set E satisfying p(E) < oo, we select a function h from /E** such 
that h vanishes outside E, and set fE* equal to the equivalence class h*. 
If <IE*) and <fp**) are thus corresponding, and one of them is determined 
by the measurable function f defined on the whole of X, then the other 
is determined by the same function f. 
Theorem 10.2. If p is localizable, then flc is localizable. Furthermore, 
the following assertions are equivalent : 
(a) flc is localizable ; 
(b) Any cross section <IE*) is determined by a function f defined on 
the whole of X; 
(c) p has the Radon-Nikodym property. 
Proof. Assume that p is localizable, and let {Fp} be a collection of 
sets Fp of finite pc-measure. We have to prove that sup Fp** exists. By 
the preceding lemma each Fp has a p-unique subset Ep such that 
p(Ep)=pc(Fp)· Note that Ep**=Fp**. By hypothesis F*=sup Ep* exists, 
and we shall prove now that F**=sup Ep**, i.e. F**=sup Fp**. 
Evidently, it follows from F*>Ep* that F**>Ep**, so F** is an upper 
bound of {Ep**}. Assume that Q** is another upper bound, so Q**>Ep** 
for all (3. Then Ep-Q is a pc-null set, and hence a p-null set (since Ep is 
of finite p-measure). This shows that Q* >Ep* for all{J, so Q*>sup Ep*= F*, 
implying that Q**>F**. It follows that F**=sup Ep**=sup Fp**, so 
flc is localizable. 
By Theorem 9.4 the measure flc is localizable if and only if any cross 
section <fp**) (for flc(F)<oo) is determined by a function f defined on X, 
and by one of the above remarks this is the case if and only if any cross 
section <IE*) (for p(E) < oo) is determined by a function f defined on X. 
This shows that (a) and (b) are equivalent. Finally, by Theorem 7.4, the 
assertions (b) and (c) are equivalent. 
Observe that if p does not have the finite subset property, and X is 
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the direct sum of the ,u-summable sets X"', then X is with respect to the 
measure ,Uc still the direct suin of the sets X"' (due again to Lemma 10.1). 
Hence, by Theorem 9.2, ,uc is localizable, so that (a), (b) and (c) of the 
last theorem hold in this case. 
11. Examples 
Some examples may serve to illustrate the theorems proved in the 
preceding sections. 
Exam pIe l. For X we choose the two-dimensional real plane R2 of 
points (x, y); straight lines parallel to the x-axis and y-axis will be called 
horizontal and vertical lines respectively. Let the semi-ring r of subsets 
of X consist of the empty set and all cells A (i.e. left half open intervals) 
lying on some horizontal line, and let ,u(A) be the length of A. Then ,u 
is a measure on r, and by applying the Caratheodory extension procedure 
we obtain the extended measure ,u. Note that E C X =R2 is ,a-measurable 
if and only if its intersection with any horizontal line is one-dimensionally 
Lebesgue measurable (and then E may very well be non-measurable with 
respect to two-dimensional Lebesgue measure); note also that any 
,a-measurable set E, having a non-empty intersection with an uncountable 
number of horizontal lines, satisfies ,u(E) = oo. 
The measure ,u does not have the finite subset property, since any 
vertical line is a local ,u-null set without being a ,u-null set. Also, ,u is 
not localizable. Indeed, let Xy be the horizontal-line 
{(x, y): -oo<x<oo, y fixed}. 
Then sup Xy* does not exist, for supposing thet P* =sup Xy* and P is 
an arbitrary set in the equivalence class P*, the set P has infinitely many 
points on each horizontal line; hence, selecting the set Q C P such that 
Q has one point on each horizontal line, the equivalence class (P- Q)* 
is still an upper bound of { Xy*}. But ,u(Q) = oo, so this contradicts 
P*=sup Xy*. Since {Xy*} is a maximal collection in the sense of sec. 8, 
this shows at the same time that Theorem 8.5 may fail to hold if the 
finite subset property is not satisfied. 
Finally, each Xy is a union of disjoint sets Xy,n(n= 1, 2, ... ) of finite 
,a-measure, so X is the direct sum of all Xy,n· It follows that the contracted 
measure ,uc is localizable. 
This example is typical for the following situation: Let X be the direct 
sum of the uncountable number of ,u-summable sets X"' of positive 
,a-measure, and let ,u be the extension of a measure initially defined on 
the semi-ring r such that each A E r is included in one of the sets X"'. 
Finally, let each set consisting of one point be a ,u-null set. Then ,u does 
not have the finite subset property (each set having one point in each 
X"' is a local ,u-null set without being a ,u-null set) and ,u is not localizable 
(since sup X"'* does not exist), but ,uc is localizable. 
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Example 2. The point set X is again the plane R2, and the semi-
ring r consists now of the empty set, all sets having one point, and 
all cells lying either on a horizontal or vertical line. For any set A E r, 
the number ,u(A) is the one-dimensional Lebesgue measure of A. Then 
.u is a measure on r, and by applying the Caratheodory extension 
procedure the extended measure .u is obtained. Evidently, .u does not 
have the finite subset porperty, since any straight line which is neither 
horizontal nor vertical is a local .u-null set without being a .u-null set. 
Every horizontal or vertical line is a countable union of disjoint 
.u-summable sets of positive measure, so that, denoting such a set by X"', 
the collection {X"'**} is (with respect to the contracted measure ,uc) a 
maximal collection in the sense of sec. 8. With regard to the remark 
immediately preceding Theorem 8.6, it is of interest to note that in the 
present example it is possible to select measurable sets P"' C X"' such 
that P=U"'P"' does not satisfy P**=supP"'**. Indeed, if the sets P"' 
are chosen such that they are either empty or consist of one point, then 
sup P"'**=4>**, but by a suitable choice the union U"'P"' may be an 
entire horizontal or vertical line or even a non-Lebesgue measurable 
subset of such a line, so that in this last case U"'P"' is not even 
.u-measurable either. 
Assuming the continuum hypothesis to be true, it follows easily from a 
theorem due to W. SrERPINSKI ( [5], p. 9) that flc is localizable. The 
theorem states that (granted the continuum hypothesis holds) X =R2 
is the union of disj~int sets Et and E2 such that E1 is at most countable 
on each vertical line and E 2 is at most countable on each horizontal line. 
In other words, the intersection of Et and any horizontal line Xy is Xy 
itself with the exception of an at most countable number of points, and 
similarly for the intersection of E2 and any vertical line. By decomposing 
Et and E 2 into disjoint sets XfJ of finite positive measure, it follows 
immediately that X is the direct sum of the sets XfJ. Hence, flc is 
localizable. The remark which precedes the present example implies then 
that ,u itself is not localizable. 
Example 3. What has been done in Example I for horizontal linear 
measure, and in Example 2 for horizontal-vertical linear measure, can be 
done similarly for linear measure in three different directions. We omit 
the details, and show only that (granted the continuum hypothesis) the 
corresponding contracted measure is still localizable. This is done by 
proving that the plane R2 is the union of three disjoint sets Et, E 2 and E 3, 
such that Et is at most countable on each line in the j-th direction for 
j i=i (i, j =I, 2, 3). It follows then that Et fills up each line in the i-th 
direction except for an at most countable number of points. By Sierpinski's 
theorem we have R2=E12 u E21=E13 u E31=E23 u E32, where Et; and 
E;t are disjoint (i, j =I, 2, 3), and each Et; is countable on any line in 
the j-th direction. Let E1' =E12 n E13, E2' =E21 n E23 and E3' =E31 n E32· 
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Then Et' is countable on any line in the j-th direction for j =l=i, and the 
sets Et' are disjoint. The union Ur-1 E/ may be less than Rz, but it is 
easy to see that V = Rz- U13 E/ is at most countable on any line in 
each of the three directions. Hence, setting E1=E1' U V, Ez=Ez' and 
E1 = Ea', we arrive at the desired result. 
The definition and the proof of localizability may immediately be 
extended to the case of linear measure in any finite or countable number 
of different directions. The definition of linear measure in all directions 
is still the same in principle as for a finite or countable number of 
directions, but the above proof for localizability of the corresponding 
contracted measure breaks down. It would be interesting to know whether 
this contracted measure is localizable or not; more generally, whether 
the contracted Hausdorff linear measure is localizable or not. 
Example 4. The preceding examples have shown that it is quite 
common for a measure fl to be non-localizable. In all these examples, 
however, the contracted measure flc is localizable. The existence of a 
non-localizable contracted measure is shown by the following example, 
due to P. R. HALMOS ([1], sec. 31, Exercise 9): 
Let A be an uncountable set of cardinal number 1¥, and B a set of 
cardinal number {3 > 1¥, and let X be the Cartesian product A X B of 
points x=(a, b). For abbreviation any subset of X consisting of all points 
(a, bo), where a runs through the whole of A and bo E B is fixed, is called 
a horizontal line; the definition of a vertical line is similar. The subset 
E C X will be called full on the horizontal or Vertical line L whenever 
L-E is at most countable. 
Let r be the semi-ring of all subsets A C X which are lying on a 
horizontal or vertical line and which are either full or at most countable 
on this line. If we define fl(A) = 1 whenever A is full on the line and 
fl(A) = 0 whenever A is at most countable on the line, then fl is a measure 
on F. Similarly, if v(A) is defined for any A E F by v(A) = 1 whenever A 
is full on a vertical line, and v(A) = 0 in all other cases, then v is also a 
measure on r. The extended measures are obtained in the usual way, 
and obviously v is {-l-absolutely continuous. Assume now that the con-
tracted measure flc is localizable. Then the measure fl has the Radon-
Nikodym property, so there exists a {-l-measurable function fo(x) > 0 on 
X such that v(E) =I fo XEdfl holds for all v-summable sets E C X. In 
particular, I fo XL dfl = 0 if L is a horizontal line, and Ito XL dfl = 1 if L is 
a vertical line. Hence, the set Fo={x:f0(x)=0} is full on every horizontal 
line and countable on every vertical line. The first fact implies that the 
cardinal number of F 0 is at least {3(1¥-~o);;;. {3, and the second fact 
implies that the same cardinal number is at most 1X No = 1¥. This is a 
contradiction since 1X < {3. 
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